
Fourth Quarter Curriculum Report: Art 

Kindergarten: Students studied symmetry, shape, line and texture as it applies to creative art. 

Students created yarn paintings, pastel and liquid water color jelly fish, thumbprint books, and 

practiced collage techniques. Students were also introduced to the works of Grandma Moses and 

the Impressionist painters. Kindergarteners also tried their hand at chalk paintings. 

First grade artists used a variety of tools and techniques as they learned how artists use color to 

convey mood. Students revisited the primary colors (red, yellow, blue) and secondary colors 

(orange, green, violet) and identified the warm and cool colors and applied them to their 

artworks and discussed how artists through history have used color to convey mood. 

Second grade art students practiced folding paper, manipulating a variety of materials to 

construct sculpture, learned about the Impressionist artists Cassatt, Degas, Monet, and Pissaro. 

Second graders continued to learn painting and drawing techniques to show shadow and 

highlights. Cloud studies, proper pastel application and blending of colors were practiced. 

Third grade students completed colorful yarn weavings that took careful and thoughtful effort. 

Students learned the terms warp and weft, studied the construction of traditional weaving looms 

from North and South Americas, while setting up their own cardboard loom. Third grade 

students also spent time learning about the artist Grant Wood, and how his artworks tell a story. 

Fourth grade art students practiced gesture drawing, capturing the human form through pose. 

Drawings were analyzed and an aluminum foil armature was made for plaster sculptures of 

people in a dynamic pose. Sculptures were painted in either realistic or expressionistic ways. 

Fifth grade artists spent the final quarter working diligently on their expressive self-portraits. 

Students chose their background designs, images and motifs from a lexicon of imagery designed 

to illustrate their personality. Students also researched how artists use imagery to express ideas. 

 

Fourth Quarter Curriculum Report: Technology 

Third, fourth and fifth grade technology students learned about nutrition; healthy food choices, 

how to read a nutrition label, as well as what it takes to fuel and rest a growing body. Students 

used spreadsheets and graphs to track nutrition content in meals. Students also used WeVideo 

and Canva to create informational presentations. Students practiced editing texts, finding and 

correcting spelling, grammar and punctuation errors. Students also continued to practice 

keyboarding skills using Dance Mat Typing and Typing Club applications. 

 


